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LOUVAGIE Lotte BEL 

GEERAERTS Martina ITA 

SCALIA Isabella ITA 

GUBERNARI Leonardo ITA 
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The concept 

Steps: 

The main puropose 

of this workshop is 

having 

fun while dealing 

with topics like 

sustainability, the 

Italian language, 

coordination, 

Art. 



The workshop 

Steps and activities: 

students are  divided in 4  international four teams (red, blue, green, and yellow) 

each team has to compete in four categories: eco-friendly quizzes, singing, movement, art 

miming 

each group can access each activity by scanning a QR code with a cell phone 

at the end of each test, a judge gave each team two scores (on a scale from 1 to 3): one for the 

ability to perform the task given and the other one for the level of enthusiasm and involvement 

shown by the group. 



Why QR codes? 

We used QR codes because we are currently participating in the EU Code Week (celebrated all 

over Europe). 



Eco-friendly quizzes 

Input 

1. scan the QR code; 

2. Reply to the questions 



Singing challenge 
How do you learn an Italian song? 

1. scan the QR code; 

2. ask your Italian partners how to sing the melody and how 
to pronounce the words; 

3. rehearse the singing many times; 

4. have an Italian judge your performance. 



Art miming challenge 

Input can you reproduce art works? 

1. Reproduce a famous painting or monument, with some tools or clothes or rags that we give 



Movement challenge 

How do you learn to have coordination? 

1. scan the QR code; 

2. watch the video and try to replicate what’s shown; 

3. practice the movement several times; 

4. perform what you’ve learnt in front of the judges and the other groups. 


